
2/9/72 

Dear Gris, 

sy instinct on getting your latter of the 5th this uoniing was to return the enclosed 
.5.00 check. It did anger me and it did make me resent4.1. -L have, in recent years, become 

increasingly, perhaps unreasonably, resentful of any reference to the poverty I have 
elected, that nobody has forced upon me, and to sun, cations that I think that somehou, 
because of it, others are indebted to me. But on reflection, I knew this could not be your 
intent, so I instead accept the gift with thanks. 

having said this I return to what I did say: that from now on I All cn:pect those who 
are not actively engaged in research to atIclose self-addressed, stumped envelopes or 1 will 
not answer. the rtanon is not only the slight cost of the postage, thous h when one has no 
incrrne and tower n.dt:bin; Lhere is no such things as a realny slight cost. 't is one of time. 
1 know ...ally puOld.LC 11,11 genuine interests, and I try to find the time to satisfy them to 
the denrec I can. Thin :.ans time fro;; work, time from sleeping, tine iron other things. 
how and for the innediate future, it also means doing what I am under medical prohibition 
against as a consequence of having alnost chop,,ed off my left thumb. I won't nnow for three 
weeks whether it will require surgery to repair danane to the connective tissue. Until .:that 
consultation with an orthopaedic surgeon, I am unnen strict injuction to pr test it againset 
jarring ann any blow, no :matter how slight, sich as by striking the typewriter with it. 

Byt my real feeling is that those who are doing their renular things and ;inking a living 
at it, if they wz.nt information, and if I, without any income and working the hours I continue 
to nork, an being asked for ic, the slight extra work of includilig the envelope is first a 
gesture and a courtesy ent then a slight reduction of the tins required for response. ny 
typinn L.; terrible. I do not take tine to read any letters because j- just co not have the 
#biri this without taking it from work. But envelopes require reading, f,r the postman can't 
real ny And, as tney do going into a arawer for them, end the few seconds of time to put 
into ainn. out of thu ne,chine, no,: .with great care. It may not seem couprkiankible to you, 
but I an under such time pressures to try and complete the rather large work I have under-
taken that I have eerie tar  resent anything that takes tine I feel I should not hag., to take. 

Your question o;.• the assassination literature; I am ppnoned to it. Jcveral nave ....ono it. 
The inevitable result is that there is inuirect sponsorship of some of tee most awful 
vergal garbage ever ;jut on paper. much of the std ff is not available, and this lewIs to 
an enormous mount of frustration and '..anted work. The serious sorbs of value are few. I 
know of none still available save my own, and I certainly can't enneet the nublicntion of 
a bibliography of only tae. ply limn ted enperinnee in that the few ads y have tried. do not 

pay their cost, am when I au an deep in eebt as I an, 1 lack the spirit to try again. I do 
hay... ads in the annual Books in i'rint. l'hey do nay for tinnzelvc,s. Yesterday we not alnonst 
a dozen orders from a single wholesaler, half for booms not avail, bln, requiring wasted 
time in letters, and one from a bookstore in Michigan today for the out-of-print 0;;,,,,I4n 

(X114.-aDG. I think that for the second time I have made arrangements for that to be xeroxed 
in such form that I can xerox from it, like a master, ann if this is successful, than 
be able to offer a xerox edition. But this on,  think alone has taken about a week of time 
in the past two years, probably more, sad in letters alone. 

I an all 1:,x• anything that night sell my books, partly because it coula mean a slight 
income sal partly because I want their word to get around. But an a practical natter, I 
lack confidence in the snail classified ad today. -ad the only other stuff still available 
is poor Penn's, and with what we know today I can' t reconnend any of it to anyone. he 

has crossed the line and is irrational, as, in reptrospeet, his earliest writing also xx 
is. The more recent in worse. It is sad, for he in such a courageous fellow. and so well 
intended. I saw him Thankseivinn tine, and era without doubt on hen irrationality today. 

Vince rely, 



GRISCOM MORGAN 

Route I Box 275, Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 

Phone 513 767-1461 

Fe. 5, 1972  
Dear Halt 

Thanks for your response to my inquery. I nix inclose check to 
cover postage on it. 

Your letter leads me to question again whether it might be in order to 
sell a duplicated (not printed) library on the assassinations at 
a price that would give you some income from them -- such volumes as 
should be listed, including the books that might be available in 
print. Am small classified ad of this would bring in the same 
kind of orders that we get for our Community Service mimeo'd material, 
which sell consistently as the primary source of its kind. Perhaps 
this is a task that a trustworthy person could do with your oversight 
and consent on its procedure. Trustworthy people are xxn rare, but 
don exist. My neice fax Jennifer might be good acit. An expert 
typist, trustworthy, and deeply concerned. She knows how to promote, 
and to be businesslike. 

That is jut an idea for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
6-ri I 

Griscom Morgan 


